HONKA KONTTI
DE S I G N BY H A R R I KOS K INEN

”There is nothing unnecessary
or superfluous about these
cabins: the surrounding
nature plays the leading role”
DESIGNER HARRI KOSKINEN
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Living inspired
by nature
THE HONKA KONTTI -COLLECTION has been designed for relaxed living

among nature. The compact spaces have been designed in a way that eliminates
everything that is unnecessary or superfluous. The large landscape windows offer an unobstructed view of the surrounding landscape. Here, you can focus on
what really matters and become one with nature.
The Honka Kontti collection has been designed by the internationally recognised designer Harri Koskinen on behalf of Honkarakenne, who are celebrating their 60th anniversary this year. The collection includes compact and
modern holiday cabins and a sauna that can be combined in various ways. The
buildings also work well as guest houses, studio apartments or even offices. All
models are available with pent and pitched roofs, making it easy to find an option that fits the style of any existing buildings. The cabins can also be equipped
for all-year living.
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Kontti 25 2A, Honka ID 31780

Watch
Harri Koskinen’s
interview

honka.fi/kontti
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Honka Kontti

DESIGN BY HARRI KOSKINEN
My warm relationship with logs was born in my youth, when I used to build log houses
with my uncle during my studies. Our cooperation with Honkarakenne had begun in
my childhood landscape of Karstula, Finland. I visited the Honkarakenne facility to
meet log building professionals, and we immediately decided to start cooperating for
a new collection.
The idea for the Honka Kontti collection comes from the world of shipping containers.
The idea of a completely new kind of collection immediately appealed to me in an
exceptional way. I think that modules formed by the assembling of several individual
Kontti cabins are particularly interesting and beautiful. The most recognisable feature
of the collection is its likeness to a corridor, which allows the creation of a long and
gallery-like view. It breathes and lets in natural light.

Harri Koskinen
designer

Harri Koskinen is an internationally recognised and awarded
industrial designer, whose designs are characterised by functionality and clarity. Among others, Koskinen has designed furniture, packages, light fixtures and textiles for various companies.
The Block Lamp designed by Koskinen is considered a classic
piece of Nordic design.
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KONTTI 25

Honka
Kontti 25
SIMPLY
PART OF
THE NATURE

Honka Kontti 25
The small Honka Kontti has been designed for ecological living in the middle
of nature. The premise for the spatial design has been to fit all essential functions into a compact space and to bring the experience of nature in as a strong
component of living. The bed is placed opposite to a large landscape window,
which offers the inhabitant a wonderful view of the surrounding nature. The
protective wings lining the small terrace offer a degree of privacy to the bedroom area, even if the cabin is close to another building. Available with a pent
or pitched roof.
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PRINT DATE: 11.6.2018 PRINTED FROM FILE: KONTTI-HONKA_FX134N

3 600
3 600

2,3 m2 4,9 m2

8 500

7 000

2,1 m2

12,2 m2

1 500

HONKA KONTTI 25 1A

5,0 m2

Gross area
Net area
Terrace

25,0 m²
22,5 m²
5,0 m²

HONKA ID 31700

Pitched roof version: Kontti 25 2A, Honka ID 31780.
An awning over sliding glass doors is recommended.

Resort-kontti/ HSTOALA
22,5 m2

Resort-kontti/ KRSALA
25,0 m2

FI0000010_KONTTI
25
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KONTTI 32

Honka
Kontti 32
THE
LIGHTNESS
OF BEING

Honka Kontti 32
The spatial solution for the large Honka Kontti is simple: the wet spaces situated
in the middle of the building split the space into a living and bed room. The tall
windows, reaching from the floor to the ceiling, coupled with the sliding doors,
open up the interior to the nature outside and let in natural light as well as fresh
air. The protected terrace can be entered via the bedroom. Available with a pent
or pitched roof. The model with a pitched roof can be fitted with a sunlight window that opens up a view of Northern lights or the starry sky.
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PRINT DATE: 12.6.2018 PRINTED FROM FILE: KONTTI-HONKA_FX134NC.

10 420
8 920

1 500

3 600

5,0 m2
3,0 m2

10,5 m2

11,8 m2
2,3 m2

HONKA KONTTI 32 2A
Gross area
Net area
Terrace
HONKA ID 31693

32,0 m²
29,0 m²
Kontti
5,0 m² 321A KRSALA
32,0 m2

Kontti 32 1A HSTOALA
29,0 m2

Pent roofed version: Kontti 32 1A, Honka ID 31778.
An awning over sliding glass doors is recommended.
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KONTTI 25
SAUNA

Honka
Kontti 25
sauna
FOR

Honka Kontti 25 Sauna

ALL

The premise of the Kontti sauna is to let the bathers see the nature around them.

SENSES

A large window lets the landscape in, and into the soul of each bather. Additional comfort is created by two adjacent showers. There is a dressing room and
a small terrace for cooling at the other end of the building. The sauna cabin
is available with a pent or pitched roof, making it suitable for complementing
various existing buildings.
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PRINT DATE: 12.6.2018 PRINTED FROM FILE: KO

8 500
1 500

7 000

3 600

3,4 m2

5,0 m2

3 600

7,8 m2

2,3 m2 4,9 m2

12,2 m2

5,0 m2

7,7 m2

2,1 m2

2,2 m2

Sauna-kontti/
Kerrosala
Sauna-kontti/ Huoneistoala
HONKA
KONTTI
25 3A SAUNA
25,0 m2

Gross area
Net area
Terrace

25,0 m²
22,5 m²
5,0 m²

22,5 m2

Resort-kontti/ HSTOALA
22,5 m2

Resort-kontti/ KRSALA
25,0 m2

HONKA ID 31677

GROUND FLOOR

1:10

Pitched roof version: Kontti 25 4A, Honka ID 31713.
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Unforgettable
experiences of
naturewith Honka
Kontti
SMALL BUT VERSATILE

THE ECOLOGICAL SOLID WOOD HONKA KONTTI CABINS are excellent for

accommodations. The cabins with their large landscape windows will offer all
visitors unforgettable experiences of nature.
The cabins and saunas in the Kontti collection can be built on the same plot in
different combinations. The protective wings of the terrace offer privacy, so the
cabins can be placed adjacent to each other without compromising the peace of
each inhabitant.
The sauna building can be combined with for example a compact single-bedroom cabin or a Kontti 32 cabin with a living room.
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FAST AND CONTROLLED
CONSTRUCTION
With our precision-cut logs, detailed instructions and trained partners worldwide, an average-sized Honka log home can be weather-tight in just a few weeks. This means that the
later building phases inside the house can be started on time. Therefore, the overall building
process of a log home is short compared to many other building solutions.

THE MAIN STEPS OF BUILDING A LOG HOME:
1.

FOUNDATION: Honka provides drawings and guidance for building the foundation base of your log

home in accordance with the local building regulations. The foundation base is not normally included
in the log house package delivery.

2.
3.

FRAME: The frame of a log house acts as a solid frame structure and a wall structure at the same time.

The frame is built by mounting each log layer after another at your site.
ROOF TRUSSES AND ROOFING: When the frame of the house is in place, the wooden roof trusses will be

lifted and attached to top of the house frame. The roof will be finished with the chosen roofing material
– e.g., stone, steel or felt covering – and rain gutters.

4.
5.
6.

WINDOWS AND DOORS: Assembling the windows and doors will complete the structural weather

protection of your house.
PAINTING AND OTHER EXTERIOR DETAILS: The log walls will be painted or protected with wood pre-

servative. Other exterior fittings such as stairs and terraces will also be mounted in this phase.
INTERIOR STRUCTURES AND FITTINGS: Partition walls, stairs and other interior fittings are assembled

in this phase. The spaces requiring water insulation will be completed. All the necessary HVAC installations take place before the finalisation of the floor, wall and ceiling surfaces.

7.
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QUALITY CHECK: When all the installation work has been concluded, the house structures will be che-

cked for compliance with local building regulations.

Honka Building Service
The Honka Building Service offered by our local authorized partners provides a range of
services designed to help you along every step of the building process – from erecting the
frame right down to putting the finishing touches on your home’s exterior. One benefit of
a log house is that you can build it any time of the year, even in the middle of winter. Give
your local Honka representative a call so we can start planning your dream home today!
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facebook.com/honkarakenne
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Honkarakenne

youtube.com/Honkarakenne

@honkarakenne

pinterest.com/honkarakenne

